Week of: Sept. 3-6, 2019

Parent’s Initials: _________

Classroom News
—Ms. Crabtree’s Class—
Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

proud
boil
loud
house
join
cloud
sound
voice
oil
round
point
south
found
soil
ground

Problem of the Day
(POD):

2x8=16
16/2=8
2x9=18
18/2=9

8x2=16
16/8=2
9x2=18
18/9=2

Multiplication for the
Week: 3’s
Synonyms:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They will be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday (9/6)— Spelling Test, Vocabulary Test, POD
Test, Multiplication Test (2’s)
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: asking/Answering Questions, Central
Message, and Novel Study: Because of Winn Dixie
(Chapters 13-16)
Math: Subtracting up to 4 digits, Subtraction Word
Problems, Estimate Differences
Grammar: Subjects and Predicates,Types of
Sentences
History/Science: Maps and Force/Motion

Important Dates

September 4— Blood Drive at CIS.
Students who have a family member
participate get to attend an ice cream party.

Vocabulary Words:
argue- to not agree with each other, often shouting
each other
moaned- to make a sound that tells people you are
not excited at all
challenges- things that are hard to deal with or face
kindness- being nice to other people around you
rocky- not having a good time, something is not
running smoothly
escalated- an event that starts calm and grows into
a really bad situation
stat- to do something right away, very fast
selfless- to do something for others without
worrying about yourself
redeem- to turn something in and get back
something for it
realized- to be made aware, to know something
you did not know before
situation- an event, something that is happening that
may be a problem
proclaimed- to make an announcement in a big,
bold way
frustration- to have the feeling of being fed up,
not happy
ignored- to not pay attention to

Sight Words:List 2 on sight word
sheet on the back of the orange folder.

Synonyms: words that can
mean the same as another
word
begin— Start, launch
separated— pulled apart, split
seized— grabbed, snatched
gradually— slowly, moderately
similar— alike, interchangeable
enormous— large, massive
afraid— scared, frightened
succeed— do well, thrive
loosen— let out, relax
quarrel— argue, fight

